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is increasingly used as part of a rhythm
control strategy in patients refractory to
pharmacological management and is
effective in reducing AF recurrence.2,15 
The recent CASTLE-AF trial evaluated

catheter ablation compared with
pharmacological therapy (rate or
rhythm control) in patients with AF and
heart failure with reduced ejection
fraction. Nearly half, 46%, of patients
had an ischaemic aetiology and
catheter ablation was shown to result in
significantly reduced rates of death or
hospitalisation for heart failure. Catheter
ablation should therefore particularly be
considered in patients with severe
symptoms and/or LV dysfunction.16

Risk factor modification
Risk factor modification is a crucial facet
of CAD management and should
include blood pressure control and
lifestyle adjustments such as weight loss
and exercise, which have been
demonstrated to result in a significant
reduction in AF burden and symptoms,
as well as positive cardiac remodelling.17
Studies of beta-adrenoceptor
antagonists or renin-angiotensin-
aldosterone system inhibitors have
demonstrated reduced incidence 
of AF.18
Drugs in these classes are also

indicated to reduce mortality following
MI and in patients with left ventricular
systolic dysfunction, and will therefore
also be indicated in many patients with
chronic CAD.19

Post coronary artery bypass grafting 
AF occurs in up to 50% of patients
following  coronary artery bypass
grafting (CABG). However, it is often 
self-limiting within the first 4-6 weeks.10
Rhythm control is generally recommended
in the early postoperative period and
amiodarone is the most frequently used
antiarrhythmic drug in this setting. This
should be reviewed within six weeks of
hospital discharge and can usually be
stopped at this stage if sinus rhythm has
been maintained. Ongoing arrhythmias
should be managed with specialist
input. There are no clear guidelines on
anticoagulation in this patient group
and decisions should be taken on a case
by case basis considering ongoing
bleeding and thromboembolic risk.3 

ATRIAL FLUTTER
Atrial flutter is an organised atrial
arrhythmia. The most common form
observed in patients with CAD involves
a band of tissue between the inferior
vena cava and tricuspid annulus termed
the cavotricuspid isthmus (CTI). This is
identified by typical ‘saw tooth’ flutter
waves visible in the inferior ECG leads.
Catheter ablation involves creation of a
linear lesion through the CTI thereby
interrupting the reentry circuit and is
both safe and effective.20Catheter
ablation is therefore widely considered
as the first-line treatment option.
Importantly, atrial flutter and fibrillation
often coexist and thromboembolic risk
is considered similar. The same

therapy with oral anticoagulation and
clopidogrel should then be continued up
to 12 months followed by anticoagulation
alone. Prasugrel or ticagrelor are avoided
in combination with anticoagulation
given their increased risk of bleeding but
DOACs are generally recommended in
place of warfarin because of their lower
bleeding risk.2,10

Rate vs rhythm control
Although there are no specific trials in
patients with CAD, there is no clear
evidence that a rhythm control strategy
offers any significant long-term benefits.11,12 
The appropriate strategy is therefore
determined primarily by the
symptomatic burden of AF. In patients
with well tolerated or infrequent
episodes a rate control strategy is
recommended. In those with
paroxysmal AF a detailed correlation of
contemporaneously recorded
symptoms and arrhythmias during
ambulatory recording is key, and in those
with persistent AF cardioversion to
assess the symptomatic benefit of a
period of sinus rhythm may be required.
    Management options for rate or
rhythm control are outlined in table 3, p20.
Rate control is based on slowing AV
nodal conduction. As beta-blockers are
indicated for many patients with CAD,
particularly following an ACS, this should
be considered first line. The appropriate
initial target heart rate should be < 110.
Evidence suggests that this lenient
target, compared with a strict target of 
< 80 is equally effective and significantly
easier to achieve.13
Importantly, although flecainide is

commonly prescribed for patients with
paroxysmal AF it is contraindicated 
in patients with CAD because of an
increased risk of sudden death.14
When clinically suspected, CAD should
be excluded prior to commencing
flecainide. 
Patients with AF and heart failure

with left ventricular systolic dysfunction
should be referred to secondary care. 
AF may be the primary cause of heart
failure often as a result of tachycardia
mediated cardiomyopathy. This can be
difficult to establish and is confirmed by
demonstrating improved ejection
fraction following a period of good rate
control or sinus rhythm. In this setting,
a rhythm control strategy is
recommended. Calcium channel
blockers are contraindicated. 
Beta-blockers and digoxin are used for
rate control while amiodarone is used
for rhythm control.
Studies have not specifically evaluated

patients with CAD, but catheter ablation

Table 2

Managing thromboembolic risk

CHA
2
DS

2
VASc

Congestive heart failure/
LV systolic dysfunction
Hypertension
Age 75 or older
Diabetes mellitus
PriorStroke, TIA or 
systemic embolism
Vascular disease 
(MI, peripheral arterial
disease or aortic plaque)
Age 65-74 years
Sex: female

Recommendations according to CHA
2
DS

2
VASc

0 (male) 1 (female) – Anticoagulation not recommended
1 (male) 2 (female) – Consider anticoagulation 
2 (male) 3 (female) – Recommend anticoagulation

Score

+1

+1
+2
+1
+2

+1

+1
+1

Bleeding riskThromboembolic risk

Modifiable factors

•Hypertension
•Labile INR (if on VKA)
•Antiplatelet or NSAID use
•Excess alcohol
• Impaired renal function
• Impaired liver function
•Thrombocytopaenia

Non-modifiable factors

•Age
•Previous major bleeding
•Stroke
•Dialysis dependent renal 
disease or transplant
•Cirrhotic liver disease
•Malignancy
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